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Redesigning transition 
arenas for Finnish Energy 
Context



What do we study in SET?
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What is the development in the

technologies? Especially renewables, 

storage, housing.

What can and should policy do to protect

the new opportunities?

What can and should policy do to disrupt

the regime?

How can we do better experiments and 

learn from them?

How do institutions change and affect the

change in Finland and other countries?

Who are the actors that grab the

business opportunities?

Restructuring is necessary

How can Finland benefit?



Transition Management

1. Establishing a transition arena(s)

2. Developing a common vision

3. Pathway development through back-casting techniques

4. Experimenting with pathway options and

5. Monitoring, evaluation and revisions to pathways and 
experiments





Adapting transition arenas to 
Finnish Context

Transition management was applied in Finland in early 2000s: “Too 
Dutch”: “too loose in comparison to regulation and too determining 
regarding markets”

• Policy instruments and culture and deliberative forms vary from a 
country to another

• Finland has deliberatively formed parliamentary Energy and 
climate roadmap to 2050, Mid-range climate plan to 2030 and 
Governmental energy and climate strategy to 2030 for setting mid-
range goals

• 140 energy related pilots www.energiakokeilut.fi and high 
emphasis on experimentation by current government 

• Transition arenas could connect the two

Heiskanen, Eva, Sirkku Kivisaari, Raimo Lovio, and Per Mickwitz. 2009. “Designed to Travel? 

Transition Management Encounters Environmental and Innovation Policy Histories in Finland.” Policy 

Sciences 42 (4): 409 

http://www.energiakokeilut.fi/


Design Issue Transition management concept Transition management in 
practice

Re-designing transition management SET-Response in Energy 
Implementation TA

Goals Overcoming ‘persistent problems’ of
environmental policy, achieving 
transition in pervasive socio-technical 
systems

The promotion of technological 
niches with commercial potential 
for the world market

Nurture broader societal discourse on
sustainable development, objectives of
transitions, and challenge the legitimacy of
existing socio-technical systems

Refocus on cross sectoral 
implementation of energy 
transition

Organisation
of transition 
arena

Visionary regime actors and innovative
newcomers

Dominance by regime incumbents 
with
vested interests

Establish principles and guidelines for
selection of participants and moderation of
interaction processes to ensure broad
participation

As suggested originally but 
enforced

Role of 
visions

Construction of visions by frontrunners
informs and precedes 
strategydevelopment and design of 
experiments

Visions are constructed by 
incumbents and
lack concreteness to inform 
strategies or
select experiments

Construction of visions by participants to
make tension between normative desires
and feasibility considerations productive
and generate creativity

National 2030 government vision 
taken as starting point: additions 
and alternatives spelled out.
Focus on implementation of paths 
to overcome vagueness

Experiment-
ation

Real world experiments with portfolio 
of options for alternative socio-technical
systems

Evasion of political choices with 
respect to public support for 
technological options

Procedures to select, design experiments to
secure linkage with public debate about
sustainability

Experiments linked to 
transformation paths. Gaps 
identified.

Evaluation 
and Learning

Evolutionary selection process, options
prove their feasibility in real world
context, evaluation with respect to
potential to contribute to the vision

Evaluation by insiders according to 
narrow techno-economic criteria

Evaluation criteria negotiated widely for the
broad societal implications of alternative
pathways to sustainable development, learning 
from experiments and overall process 
embedded in democratic Institutions.

Process and outcome evaluation
in and of TA, fostering learning 
among participants and from 
participants after TA

Sources of 
legitimacy

The goal of sustainable development Economic and technological 
position and expertise of 
participants

Inclusive participation, transparency and
publicity of choices, coupling with established 
institutions of representative democracy

Anchoring to ECS 2030, Hosted by 
Sitra’s PSPC, wide cross sectoral 
and civil society participation

Embedding in 
political 
context

Transition management is being
implemented by choice of government,
transition arenas recommend 
successive changes to political 
institutions

Transition management is held up 
as an ideal concept while 
established institutions and
power constellations constrain
implementation

Policy design as innovation process, work
towards realisation of objectives by
continually designing in context

TA to connect experiments and 
policy –Finland has many 
committees or visioning bodies 
running, over 100 experiments 
related to energy transition

Participation 
support

Facilitated TA deliberation Talk with schematic 
representations

The support for the quality of deliberation not 
addressed

Purpose built collaborative design 
means to aide interactions

Voß, J.-P., Smith, A., & Grin, J. (2009). Designing long-term policy: 

rethinking transition management. Policy Sciences, 42(4), 275–302.



Objectives and outputs

Objectives of the transition arena

• Supporting the implementation of 
Finland’s 2030 Energy and Climate 
Strategy, and deliberating options not 
presented in the strategy

• Concretising transition paths (i.e. 
Creating an implementation strategy) 

• Creating a Roadmap for change 
experiments, so that existing initiatives 
connect to 2030 vision 

• Creating a list of immediate suggestions 
how to promote the energy and climate 
vision. 

• + Desired effect: empowering and 
networking the participants in advancing 
the energy transition. 

Outputs

• A report with:

• A description of a vision, change 
principles and drivers

• Descriptions of transition paths 

• Lists of immediate measures

• Suggestions of experiments, their 
timing and interconnections 

• Table with suggested measures 
for different actors

• Process evaluation

• A possible platform/list through which 
the participants and organisers may 
continue







Energy Transition Arena 
2030: Overview

16.2. KICK-OFF  

16.3.2017  Workshop 1: Current challenges and drivers

20.4.2017 Workshop 2: Vision and goals for 2030 

18.5.2017 Workshop 3 Pathways of change

15.6.2017 Workshop 4. Prioritization of pathway steps

24.8.2017 Workshop 5. Immediate actions and experiments

19.10.2017 Workshop 6. Final report preparation

Participant’s backgrounds

• MPs

• Ministries: TEM, YM, EV, LVM, 

• Cleantech start ups

• Energy company change
makers

• Energy technology companies

• Large industrial energy users

• Forerunner cities

• Carbon neutral municipalities

• NGOs and Citizens

• Sitra, Tekes, Investors

• Researchers



Some Preliminary Success 

• 2017 transition arena report was handed over to Cabinet 
Minister 

• Discussed in a panel of four MPs and head of Business Finland

• Featured in headline TV news and was covered by 16 
newspaper articles in major Finnish media. 

• Over 30 blogs and columns  

• Its discussion in social media received over 150 comments in 
“new energy policy” discussion group

• Discussion invitations to key energy system institutions in 2018: 
Federation of technology industries, Ministry of Employment and 
Economy, Largest energy company…

• Four new transition arenas underway within and outwith energy 
sector
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Design challenge: 
mid-range pathway tools

1. To allow a diverse group of 3-7 co-located to deliberate and 
effectively form a path to a mid-range transition goal

2. Provide participants clear means to analyse interrelationships 
between pathway steps and the timing of actions

3. Help participants to evaluate the realism in the suggested steps 
and in actions to support steps

4. Help participants to recognise pathway and step interlinkages 
and the most critical steps, in which societal choices has to be 
made. 

5. Help participants to highlighting alternative transition paths in 
respect of the most important change drivers and uncertainties.

6. Considering the effects of most important uncertainty and 
contingency factors in the pathways and steps therein
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Redesign restrictions for 
pathway tools

a) Working time with one pathway limited to 1-2 half day 
workshops

b) Participants will be busy: quick learning of tool use is needed

c) The tool should be flexible, as openness of the arena process 
may lead to directions not planned beforehand 

d) The elements of path creation should be easily recognizable 
during the fast paced workshops

e) Materials should be easily movable over the game board

f) The materials should enable documenting of a lot of information

g) The information should be easy to digitize
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PA TH W A Y  STEP

1. Description of the pathway 
step is written on the empty lines.

2. The line with calendar icon is 
for an estimated period, when 
the step would actualize.

3. The line with actor icon is for 
defining who or what actor(s) will 
take part in or influence the 
realization of the step.

4. The line with navigation icon is 
for defining the scale of impact by 
circling one of the scale symbols.
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End of Coal use by 2030
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Building stock net energy 
consumption down 50% by 2030
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Home energy demand down 15% 
with behavior change by 2030



Participant and facilitator 
evaluation after workshops
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Evaluation; intertwining elements

Impact

ToolsParticipants
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Participant evaluation

• Questions of interest
• How did the TA concept and its SET project 

elaboration work in the Finnish energy context?

• Did the arena work generate new ideas, 
understanding, learning for the participants?

• Did they take forward some of the ideas/issues in 
their own organisations/networks? Did that result in 
any further changes?

• Did new collaborations form in the arena, resulting 
in new transition advancing initiatives?
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Evaluation data

• Questionnaires after each session (poor response rate)

• Final questionnaire (response rate 18/22)

• Interviews with participants ~ 6 months after (ongoing)

• Idea to focus on impacts of TA work, such as learning, networks, 
experiments, institutional change, replication of process
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Conclusions

• Redesigned transition arenas in Finnish context provide

• mid-range pathway concretization 

• a means to foster interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral 
deliberation over visions, goals and pathway realizations

• a way to anchor deliberation to concrete steps and supporting 
actions, and to avoid common ambiguity over aims, definitions 
and interrelations

• May help connecting dispersed experiments to visons, concretize 
timing and feasibility of transition goals and to structure broader 
discourse on energy transition
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